SPECIALIST IN SHIPPING AND MARINE INSURANCE LAW LECTURES AT IMLI

Mr. Andrew Taylor (Senior Partner, Richards Butler Law Firm) delivered the core lectures within the IMLI Course on ‘Carriage of Goods by Sea’ to the Class of 2021-2022.
Professor Norman Martinez (Professor, IMLI) delivered the welcoming remarks and introduced Mr. Taylor to the Class. His lectures enabled the students to advance their understanding of the commercial background of shipping operations worldwide- from international sale of goods and letters of credits to central topics such as charterparties, bills of lading and the other documents used in connection with carriage of goods by sea contracts.

Mr. Taylor delivering his first Lecture to the Class
IMLI COURSE ON THE PROTECTION OF THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT AND OCEAN GOVERNANCE

Making use of the knowledge acquired in the production of *The IMLI Treatise on Global Ocean Governance*, IMLI organizes this Specialized Course which focuses on the protection of the marine environment within the integrated global governance of the various maritime activities. The Course expands further the Institute's mission in enhancing capacity-building for a sustainable use of the oceans, in line with all SDGs, particularly SDG 14.

For more information, please see the attached Brochure or contact Dr. Ángeles Jiménez García-Carriazo at angeles.jgcarriazo@imli.org